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SYSKA LED partners with all
new ‘The Kapil Sharma Show’
Mumbai,

Syska LED, the pioneers
of LED lighting solutions in
India is proud to have
partnered with ‘The Kapil
Sharma Show’, India’s most
popular Hindi stand-up
comedy and talk show on
Sony Entertainment Television. While television audiences across the country
keenly awaited the return of
Kapil Sharma, the show has
been a laughter riot since
the past two weekends.
The excitement doesn’t
stop there. Each week will
see someone from the audience getting the chance to
get a gift from Syska LED. All
winners will be handpicked
by none other than Kapil
Sharma himself, based on
how
intriguing
the
participant’s answers are. As
a part of this gratification,
SYSKA will provide and install LED lights across the
house of the lucky audience
member every week. Syska

LED has a history of
partnering with exciting TV
shows that captivates Indian
audiences. Earlier this year,
the company was associated with Sony Entertainment Television’s iconic
show ‘Kaun
Banega
Crorepati’ as well.
Speaking on this partnership, Mr. Amit Sethiya,
Chief Marketing Officer,
Syska Group said, “We are
immensely proud to have
partnered with ‘The Kapil
Sharma Show’. This lighthearted show has today become a household name
that has a fan following
across age groups from
baby boomers to gen Z.
Similarly, Syska is also a
household brand with a diverse and innovative product portfolio that caters to
multiple age groups.”
Danish Khan, Business
Head – Sony Entertainment
Television further added,
“With ‘The Kapil Sharma
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Show’, our endeavor is to offer quality content which is
light hearted and relatable,
seamlessly engaging audience across age groups and
geographies. The series has
been widely appreciated
and I am certain this season
will surpass the success of
the previous seasons. We are
happy to associate with
Syska LED for ‘The Kapil
Sharma Show’.”
The first two weekends
saw a host of Bollywood
stars grace the show. Some
of the attendees included
the cast of the recently released movie ‘Simmba’ Bollywood actor Ranveer
Singh, his co-stars Sara Ali
Khan and Sonu Sood and
film director Rohit Shetty
followed by Khan-daan Salman Khan, Arbaaz Khan
and Sohail Khan along with
Salim Khan in the second
weekend.The show will host
celebrities across various
fields through the season.

Bengaluru IT firm Sasken opens centre in US
Bengaluru,
Digital transformation
provider Sasken Technologies on Wednesday said it
has opened a centre for
technologies in the automotive field at Detroit in
Michigan state of the US.
“The centre is part of
Sasken’s nearshore strategy
to cater to the needs of customers in the automotive
segment,” the city-based IT
firm said in a statement
here.
The new centre will focus on developing cutting-

edge solutions for the next
generation of connected
vehicles in areas like advanced driver assistance
system, integrated cockpit
system, in-car infotainment
and telematics, the statement said.
The company, however,
did not specify the cost of
setting up the facility.
“Software is becoming a
key differentiator in automotive today. With the centre, we aim to bring our key
solutions closer to customers in the region,” Sasken’s

President for global sales,
marketing and business
Hari Haran said in the statement. The availability of talent has made the company
open its facility in Detroit,
said Sasken’s Chairman Rajiv
C. Mody.
“The facility will provide
an opportunity for local engineers to work on cuttingedge technologies in automotive domain,” he added.
The centre will be a hub
for over 100 engineers, the
company said.
—IANS

Ultimate Ears ‘BOOM 3’ Bluetooth
speaker launched for Rs 15,995
New Delhi,
Expanding its line-up of
portable and waterproof
speakers, Switzerland-based
Logitech International on
Wednesday launched the
Ultimate Ears “BOOM 3”
Bluetooth speakers in India
for Rs 15,995.
The device would be
available on Amazon India
starting January 17 in dualtoned night black, sunset
red and lagoon blue colours.
“Building on the renowned BOOM legacy we
bring to you the new enhanced party power-house
BOOM 3” said Sumanta
Datta, Managing Director
and Cluster Head, South

West Asia and Indonesia,
Logitech.
“Packed with powerful
360-degree sound and a
two-toned fabric,‘BOOM 3’ is
waterproof and dustproof.
After receiving an overwhelming response for the
BOOM line-up from the Indian market we are all
geared up to sway the market with the new speakers,”
Datta said in a statement.
The speakers also sport
a two-toned, high-performance fabric and a “Magic
Button” at the top of the device that essentially lets the
users play, pause and skip
tracks on the device without
touching their phones.

Karnataka Congress MLA says
he is very much with party
Mumbai,
Congress MLA Bheema
Naik, who is said to be
among the sulking party
legislators in Karnataka, on
Wednesday said he was very
much in the Congress and
no one from the BJP has
contacted him with any offers in the context of allegations
that
the
Kumaraswamy government
was under threat.

“I am in Congress. No offer has been made to me.
Nobody has approached
me. I am in touch with my
party (Congress) leaders,” he
told the media. Naik, elected
from Hagaribommanahalli
in Bellary district, is among
the five-six Congress MLAs
who are said to be unhappy
at not being made ministers

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from PATEL KOMALBEN
RASIKLAL to New Name
PATEL KOMALBEN
RASIKBHAI Add. : 6,
Jay Ranchhod Society, Thol
Road, Kadi, Ta-Kadi,
Dist. Mahesana-382715
D120

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from NAYI ASHVINKUMAR
SHIVABHAI to New Name
NAYI ASHVINKUMAR
SHIVPRASAD
Add. : 7, Aadinath Society, Nr.
Asharam Chokdi, Motera,
Ahmedabad-380005
3285

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from RANDEEP KAUR
PARMINDER SINGH to New
Name CHHATWANI SIMRAN
VIJAYBHAI
Add. : 2693, Ganpat Ramka
Dehla, Lunsawad, Dariyapur,,
Ahmedabad-380001
3286

NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the share certificates No(s) 679695
for 50 shares bearing distinctive No(s) 93597128 to 93597177
standing in the name(s) of Ashvinaben Pravinchandra Choksi
and Pravinchandra Chimanlal Choksi in the books of M/s
Finolex Industries Limited, has/have been lost/misplaced/
destroyed and the advertiser has/have applied to the Company for issue of duplicate share certificate(s) in lieu thereof.
Any person(s) who has /have claim(s) on the said shares
should lodge such claim(s) with the Company's Registrars
and Transfer AgentsX viz Karvy Computershare Pvt
Limited,Karvy Selenium Tower B, Plot number 31 & 32,Financial District Gachibowli,Hyderabad 500 032 within 15 days
from the date of this notice failing which the Company will
proceed to issue duplicate share certificate(s) in respect of
the said shares.
Name(s) of the shareholder(s)
PLACE:Ahmedabad Ashvinaben Pravinchandra Choksi
DATE: 16.01.2019
Pravinchandra Chimanlal Choksi
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The “BOOM 3” also
comes with IP67 rating and
improved Bluetooth range
of up to 150 feet, thus, enhancing the portability.
The speakers are also
compatible with the Ultimate Ears “POWER UP
charging
dock”
for
wirelessly charging the device.
Once paired with the redesigned “BOOM by Ultimate Ears” iOS app, users
would also have one-touch
access to all their favourite
playlists on Apple Music, the
company added. —IANS

Nokia to cut jobs, says slow 5G
progress not cause for layoffs
Helsinki,

Avneet Singh Marwah, Director and CEO, Super Plastronics Pvt. Ltd.
(SPPL), launching of its 'KODAK 4K 43 UHDXSMARTT LED TV', during a press
conference in Hyderabad on Wednesday UNI.

Swach Kumbh falls flat as thousands of
toilets rendered non-functional on Day 1
Prayagraj,
The Yogi Adityanath
government in Uttar
Pradesh and the Centre
have publicised the construction of over 1,20,000
toilets here on a large scale
but their “Swach Kumbh”
(clean Kumbh) — claims
have seemingly fallen flat as
thousands of these were
rendered non-functional on
the very first day of the
mega spiritual, cultural and
religious congregation.
“There is a special emphasis on cleanliness this
time at the Kumbh Mela.
People were compelled to
defecate in the open due to
absence of toilets in the previous years but this time
120,000 toilets have been
built and double the number of sweepers will maintain cleanliness. The last
Kumbh mela had only seen
34,000 toilets,” the Kumbh
administration said in a
press release.
These claims are being
aligned
with
Modi
government’s signature
Swach Bharat campaign
and are being publicised
extensively in advertisements, on hoardings here, as
well as the media.
However, on the very
first“Shahi Snan” (royal bath)
that took place on Tuesday
on the occasion of the auspicious Makar Sankranti,
dozens of visitors could be
seen defecating and relieving themselves in the open.
Several such sights were
witnessed in close proximity
to the Sangam — the
confluence of Ganga and
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Ph: 84600 65008, 98240 19394
PADRA MUNICIPALITY
E-TENDERING / TWO BID SYSTEM
CORRIGENDUM

Padra Municipality, Padra, Dist. Vadodara,
invites on line tender from Swachha Bharat
Mission -- Solid waste management. There
is some change in Last date of on line tender
submission : 23.01.19, Last date of submitting
the tender fee / EMD & relevant document of
the tender send by RPAD post only : 25.01.19
&Tender opening date : 28.01.19 at 11:00 pm.
By order of Padra Municipality
(INF/BRD/1410/2018-2019) (1391-Corrigendum)

Bharuch Nagarpalika
Dist. Bharuch
Bharuch Nagarpalika Invite tender Under SJMMSY, 14th
Finance commission, MLA & MP, Grant for following works of
R.C.C. Trimix Road, Asphalt Road, Paver Block, Kota Stone
& Under Ground Drainage Line. Their Estimated cost range
between Rs. 37,050/- to Rs 4,91,300/-. Total there are 33
works. Contractor should have valid register license under R
& B. For filling this tender contractor have to submitted,
registration documents along with tender copy. For EMD
contractor have to submitted Demand Draft / Banker’s Cheque
/ F.D. if any of this document is not submitted, then we will not
accept any tender. Bharuch nagarpalika will accept tender only
through RPAD and hand to hand. If tender will not come in
time and any delay is there, then Bharuch Nagarpalika will not
take any responsibility and not accept any tender.
For details regarding tender Biders can visit
www.statetenders.com.
Acceptation and rejection of any tender is a responsibility of
people having signing authority below advertisement. Last
date of tender is Dt. 21.01.2019 at 4.00 PM and tender
submission date is 28.01.2019 till 4.00 PM.
Note: GST & EPF No. Must be compulsory required
For any further information contact Municipal Engineer in office
hours.
Sanjay G. Soni
Chief Officer
Naresh B. Sutharwala
Standing Committee

the toilets, sweeping the
floors and even chasing the
stray animals simultaneously. In doing one thing,
they missed the others, they
complained.
Responding to an IANS
query, Rajeev Rai, SDM
Kumbh, admitted that there
had been “a problem” and
that they would be taking
“corrective measures” to ensure cleanliness and hygiene on other significant
dates that are expected to
draw large number of devotees.
“I admit that toilets are
not upto perfection in some
regions but we are taking
corrective measures. If need
be, we will change the contractors,” Rai said, adding
that all preparations were
made in barely one month
time.
Locals suggested that
instead of focusing on large
numbers, the administration could have done better
by ensuring cleanliness in
even half of the existing
number of toilets.
They pointed to the
apathy of general Indian
consciousness towards hygiene. “If there is one toilet
and several people are to
use it, they will all be cautious to leave it clean for the
next user. But here we have
a situation where there
were more toilets than visitors arriving at the start. So
nobody bothered and
when toilets were actually
required by public, they
were too dirty to use,” said
one localite Himanshu
Mishra.

Bharuch Nagarpalika
Dist. Bharuch
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Yamuna rivers and the
mythical Saraswati — which
is where the devotees are
headed to take the holy dip.
Why such a state of affairs despite Rs 4,200 crore
of public money being
spent for the Kumbh Mela
— the costliest ever — by
the UP government?
The presence of toilets
all across the by-lanes of the
city as well as near the bathing ghats is a welcome sign
but most of them had
turned non-functional due
to shortage of water or being filthy, uncleaned as they
are, on Day 1 of the fair. The
plastering and cementing in
several toilets has also
eroded, making them completely non-functional.
According to officials
about two crore devotees
took the holy dip on the
opening day but the official
figures were contested by
many.
Much to public dismay,
thousands of toilets failed to
serve their purpose after the
use by a handful of people.
The reasons are unavailability of water, lack of cleaning
staff, and an apparent failure
in planning.
For instance, a vast majority of poor devotees,
coming mainly from rural
regions of the country, are
headed directly to the bathing ghats. But the number of
toilets in these areas are far
lesser than those in the bylanes of the city.
Additionally, the cleaning staff complained that
they were handed over multiple tasks such as cleaning

Deepak C. Mistry
Chairman
PWDCommittee
Bharat D. Shah
Vice President

Surabhiben S. Tambakuwala
President
Bharuch Nagarpalika, Bharuch

Bharuch Nagarpalika invite on-line tender Under 14th
Finance, 15% vivekadhin, SJMMSVY, and M.P., M.L.A. Grant
for following 20 works of Asaphalt Road/Paver Block, RCC
Road, Under Ground Drainage, Construction of Fire Station.
Their Estimated Cost range between Rs 5,23,600/- to
Rs 88,90,000/For Details regarding tender Bidders can downloads the
tender from www.statetenders.com & www.nprocure.com.
Bidders must bid the tender document by on-line tender
process. Nagar palika will only accept physical tender
document through RPAD/Speed Post.
Note: GST & EPF NO. Must be compulsory required
1) Tender Download Dt 18.01.2019 to 25.01.2019
2) Physical submission of tender through RPAD/Speed post
or hand to hand process at Municipalities Dt. 30.01.2019.
3) Opening of Technical Bid Dt. 31.01.2019
Sanjay G. Soni
Chief Officer
Naresh B. Sutharwala
Standing Committee

Deepak C. Mistry
Chairman
PWD
Bharat D. Shah
Vice President

Surabhiben S. Tambakuwala
President
Bharuch Nagarpalika, Bharuch
No.INF/BCH/679/2018-19

Finnish telecommunication giant Nokia on
Tuesday announced its plans to cut jobs, media reported.
Nokia gave 350 as a layoff target in Finland, and
said the figures in France and Germany would be
higher, but did not specify.However, the company
denied that the cuts would be related to the slower
than expected launch of 5G technology, Xinhua
news agency reported.Instead, the aim is to make
operations more efficient as the consolidation after the purchase of the French Alcatel-Lucent has
been completed.Tommi Uitto, director in charge of
Nokia’s operations in Finland, said the changes are
“necessary”. The cutbacks are part of 700-millioneuro (about $798.7 million) savings announced in
October 2018. Thereafter Marc Rouanne, one of the
key directors, left the company. In France, the General Confederation of Labour (CGT) accused Nokia
on Tuesday of attempting to improve profitability
through shifting work to countries where labour
costs are lower than in France.
Finnish daily Helsingin Sanomat quoted the
union as saying that Nokia has broken its 2016
promise to the then finance minister Emmanuel
Macron that staff size at Alcatel-Lucent and Bell
Labs would remain at 4,200 for two years.
CGT claimed that Nokia had also broken its
pledge to employ 2,500 new staffers in research
and development. Helsingin Sanomat economics
writer Petri Sajari said the French unions could turn
the Nokia cutbacks against President Macron.
Headquartered in Espoo, Finland, Nokia currently
employs 100,000 people worldwide, 6,000 of them
in Finland.

Markets open on high note
Mumbai,
The 30-scrip Sensitive Index (Sensex) on Wednesday opened on a positive note during the morning
session of the trade.
The Sensex of the BSE opened at 36,370.74 and
touched a high of 36,428.76 and a low of 36,370.74.
The Sensex is trading at 36,364.13 up by 45.80
points or 0.13 per cent from its Tuesday’s close at
36.318.33.On the other hand, the broader 50-scrip
Nifty at National Stock Exchange (NSE) opened at
10,899.65 points after closing at 10,886.80 points on
Tuesday. The Nifty is trading at 10,899.30 points in
the morning.

Central Celebrates Red Haute
Saturday on 19th January
Ahmedabad,
Central, India’s favorite fashion department
store, celebrates Red Haute Saturday this 19th
January. With Red Haute Saturday’s unique proposition ‘India, You Shop, We Pay’, fashionistas can now
shop to their fullest as your shoppingwill be on
Central.
Everything at Central will be at flat 50% discount on this Saturday. Also, shoppers will get 50%
cashback in their Central wallet powered by Future
Pay on a minimum purchase of Rs.3000. To avail additional benefits on this Red haute Saturday, customers can register the Red Haute entry pass
online
on
www.Centralandme.com
,
www.Insider.in, or through miss call on 08046224242. Registered Fashion lovers get additional
discount of Rs. 400 with applicable terms and conditions. Axis Bank customers will also get additional
10% discount for shopping at Central.
Central houses a wide range of brands across
categories. You can choose from a premium mix of
national & international brands in various categories like Men’s and Ladies Formal Wear, Casual Wear,
Ethnic Wear, Handbags, Men’s and Ladies Footwear,
Toys, Kids Apparel, Lingerie and more with over 200
brands participating in the offer.

Honor 10 Lite with dewdrop
notch display in India
New Delhi,
Huawei’s sub-brand Honor on Tuesday launched
the Honor 10 Lite with its home-grown Kirin 710 processor and a dewdrop notch display in India at a starting price of Rs 13,999.
The smartphone would be available in a configuration of 4GB RAM + 64GB storage and 6GB RAM
+64GB storage for Rs 17,999 in sapphire blue, sky blue
and midnight black colours only on Flipkart.
“Following our devotion in photography and design in the Lite series the Honor 10 Lite also sports a
range of high-end features,” Suhail Tariq, Chief Marketing Officer, Huawei Consumer Business Group, said
in a statement. The Honor 10 Lite has a dual camera
set-up at the back, including a 13MP primary lens and
a 2MP secondary sensor. The smartphone packs in a
24MP Artificial Intelligence (AI) selfie camera, a dewdrop display and a shimmering gradient back.
The device is powered by Kirin 710 chipset
coupled with LPDDR4X RAM for improved performance. This is the first Honor phone to have GPU
Turbo 2.0 which helps reduce lags and frame drops,
the company added.
Honor 10 Lite is also the first phone from the company to run the latest EMUI 9.0 operating system (OS)
out of the box.

Famous Himachal shrine
Chintpurni gets rail link
Una (Himachal Pradesh),
One of the busiest shrines in north India, the
Chintpurni temple in Himachal Pradesh’s Una district was connected by a rail line on Tuesday.
Union Minister of State for Railways Manoj
Sinha inaugurated the 16 km-broad gauge line
from Amb to Daulatpur Chowk at a function near
here. The rail line, which has 16 major bridges and
two stations, was laid with an outlay of Rs 335 crore,
an official told IANS.
Sinha also flagged off an inaugural run of the
Himachal Express that will run daily between New
Delhi and Amb-Andaura.
Daulatpur Chowk is the last station in Una district on the 83 km-long Nangal to Talwara broad
gauge line. An eight km track from Daulatpur
Chowk to Talwara in Punjab is still under construction. Sinha said by 2022 the rail line would be extended till Mukerian in Punjab.
The foundation stone for the rail line was laid
way back in 1974 at Amb by then Railway Minister
Lalit Narayan Mishra. A station on this rail line at
Kuneran village has been named as Chintpurni
Marg as it is close to the Chintpurni temple, one of
the most venerated shrines that gets a majority of
pilgrims from Punjab, Haryana, Uttarakhand, Delhi
and Uttar Pradesh. The temple can be reached by
road and is located 25 km from the railway station.
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